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AWADHT, KOSALT, or BAISWfcRl.

The word f Awadhi ' means literally the language of Awadh or Oudh, and the area

. . . . , oyer which the dialect bearing this name is spoken agrees,
Area in which spoken.

t » A «
to some extent, with the meaning of the term. . Awadhi is

spoken throughout Oudh, except in the District of Hardoi, in which Kanauji is the

local language, and in the eastern corner of the District of Fyzabad, in which Western

Bhojpuri is current. North of the Ganges, it is also spoken in the western portion of

the District of Jaunpur, in the private domains of His Highness the Maharaja of

Benares, which occupy a portion of the North-Gangetic area of Mirzapur, and in N«th-
Gangetic Allahabad. It has also crossed the Ganges, and is the language of South-

< i luetic Allahabad, and of the whole of the District of Fatehpur except the country

!>o. lering on the Jamna River, in which a mixture of Bagheli and Bundeli is spoken.

Over the whole of this area the Grammar is practically the same. There are, it is

true, a lew minor local variations which will be found duly described in the proper

places. Also, in the border districts it is affected by the neighbouring languages. Thus,

in Sttapur and Kheri it is mixed with Kanauji ; in Fatehpur, with the same language,

and also with Bundelkhandl ; and in South-Eastern Allahabad with Western Bhojpuri

and with Bagheli ; but taken as a whole, and considering the grammar only, Awadhi

is a singularly homogeneous language, with hardly any local variations, which, as its

literature shows, has scarcely changed from the form it possessed in the middle of the

sixteenth century. As regards vocabulary, it is also a very uniform dialect. The only

exception is the local dialect of Fatehpur, which, being situated in the Doab approxi-

mates in regard to its vocabulary to the language of that part of the country.

The language is also called * Kosali' and f Baiswari.' The former name is merely

K3sai? and Ba?s*arT
a *ranslation of the word $ Awadhi/ the word Eosala being

the ancient name of Oudh. * Baiswari * or f Baiswari ' means

the language of Baiswara. ' Baiswara* means the country of the Baiswar Rajputs

who are numerous in Oudh. By some the name Baiswari is confined to the dialect

spoken in Lucknow, Unao, Bae Bareli, and Fatehpur, but this is a refinement which

is not sanctioned by the actual facts of the case. The dialect of these districts, so far

as grammar is concerned (and, in classifying languages grammar is admittedly the only

sure basis to go upon) is just the same as that of the rest of Oudh. All that can be

said is that in Eastern Oudh some forms of the verb, and in .Western Oudh other

forms of the verb, are more frequently used, although the forms preferred in the east are

also used in the west, and vice versa.

Besides being spoken in its proper area as above described, Awadhi is also largely

spoken by Musalmans, as their vernacular language, over the greater portion of the area in

which Bihari is the vernacular of the maiu portion of the population. This bi-lingual

area extends as far east as the District of Muzaffarpur. This Musalman dialect is an
interesting survival of the influence of the former Muhammadan court Of Luoknow.
It is frequently heard by Europeans in Bihar, as it is used as a kind of language of

politeness by uneducated non-Musalmans of the same country, much as Urdfi is used

by their betters.
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By some people the name Purhi is applied to Awadhi, and even Br. Kellogg in

^ ^ his well-known Hindi Grammar, while rightly using the
The name PGrbT. m _ , ,_

*
fl -

terms Awadhi for the modern language, calls the old form

of it used by the poet Tula
si Das « Old Purbi.

1 The word * Purbi * means literally < the

language of the East,* and can, without violating the strict truth, be applied to Awadhi

by any one who lives to its west ; but such a use is most inconvenient, for the word is

specifically employed as the name of the Western Bhojpuri spoken in Azamgarh and the

surrounding districts, and its application to Awadhi tends to confound two entirely different

forms of speech whiqh do not even belong to the same group of Indo-Aryan languages,

M „ ^ , The following table shows the estimated number of
Number of 8peakers. &

. ...
speakers of Awadhi in the area m British India in which

it is a vernacular :—-

KT .-, , , Estimated number of
Name of District speaker* of Awadhi.

Fysftbad ......... 925,0001

Sultanpur . 1,015,750

Goad* . 1,453,000

Babmioh . . . . «. ... 934,000

Partabgarh 910,000s

BaeBareli . , . . 1,015,600

Onao #
903,000

Luckaow .••••••.. 685,000

Barabanki ......... 1,035,500

Sitapnr 1,071,000

Kheri ..,...-... ^85,0003

Fatehpur ,
488,600*

.Allahabad 1,485,800

North Mirsaptir ......... 252,000

Janapur 1,111,500

Total . 14,170,750

These figures do not include the Musalmans who speak Awadhi in the Biliaii-

speaking area. These I have estimated at 913,813, vide p. 118. They also do not include

the Awadbi-speaking inhabitants of the Nepal Taral. Regarding these, no figures are

available, but we may safely put them down at at least a million, so that we are justified

in saying that there are at least 16,000,000 people who speak Awadhi in the area in

whieh it is a vernacular.

It is unfortunately impossible to state how many speakers of Awadhi live outside

the Awadhi tract proper. In the Census of 1891, Awadhi was grouped with a number

of other languages under one head, pi$.9
' Hindustani' We cannot now separate the

figures. It is
,
possible in the cases of the Provinces of Lower Bengal and Assam, to

ascertain from the Census records, the number of people hailing from Oudh, and also

the total number of people who come from all parts of India in which this multiform

1 Hindustani ' is spoken. With the aid of these figures, we can, in the case of the two

1 The figvret originally returned were 1,176,000, tmt it hae einee been ascertained that 250,000 ef theae apeak Weetern

Bhojpuri.

•Seep. 78.

* Include 8,000 Thanta, who apeak earrupt Awadhi*
< See p. ?2.
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Provinces, divide the number of persons reported as speaking Hindi l
proportionately to

these two sets of figures, and the results may be expected to represent iae number of

people in each district of these two Provinces speaking the language of Oudh. The
result will in its nature be only approximate. All that can be said is that it is better

than no figures at all. As such the figures are here given for what they are worth*

Table showing the estimated number of speakers of Awadhi within the Lower Pro-
vinces of Bengal, and outside the area in which Awadhi is a vernacular.
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Table showing the estimated number of speakers of Awadhi in the Province of

Assam.

Name of District.

Cachar Plains . .

Sylhet

Goalpara , . •

Kamrup • •

Darrang «

Nowgong .

Sibeagar*

LakhimpBr . •

Naga Hills

Khasi and Jaintia Hills

LushaiHiUB

Total B

Number
of *

speaker*.

8,200

13,850

1,200

500

1,100

650

2,500

4,000

50

200

40

32,290

We cannot give similar figures for other Provinces*of India, as, in their Census

Reports, no figures are available for the total number of people who come from all the

tracts in which the languages are spoken which make up the composite total for ' Hindu-

stani/ lor instance, Bihari is in these reports counted as one of the forms of * Hindu-

stani,
9 but nowhere are figures given to show the number of people in any other Province

whose birthplace is Bih&r,

We must therefore content ourselves with recording the following figures for the

Provinces of Lower Bengal and Assam, and leave the question of the number of speakers

of Awadhi in other Provinces of India as an insoluble problem :

—

Total number of people speaking Awadhi at home, say . 16,000,000

Estimated number of people speaking Awadhi elsewhere in the Lower Provinces 111,258

Ditto ditto ditto Assam . 32,290

TOTAt* 16,143,548

Literature.

Prom the earliest times, Oudh has been a centre of literary activity, and any

attempt to describe its literature would entail the prepara-

tion of an elaborate history of an important section of Indian

Literature, both Sanskrit and in the Modern Vernacular. Such a work would be out

of place in the present pages.

It will be remembered, that the hero Bama-chandra was a prince of Ayodhya, the

ancient capital of the Province, and this fact naturally led its poets to dwell upon his

exploits. The fate of Awadhi was sealed by its greatest poet TuPsi Das, who wrote his

Bamayan in that language. Since his time it has been obligatory on every Indian author

who dwelt in any part of Hindoetan, including even the eastern Province of Bihar, to use
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the AwadhI language, not only in describing the gests of the warrior Prinee of Oudh,

but in writing any poem in a heroic style.

AwadhI has thus become the language of epic poetry in Northern India. It has

borne the burden imposed upon it with no mean success. Putting the works of TuM
Das, a genius whose name will some day be inserted by universal consent in the list

of the great poets of the world, to one side, the language has so ample a vocabulary, is

so melodious in its enunciation, and is so admirably suited to the lilt of the chaupdie

and dohds which form the heroic metre of the modern vernaculars of Hinddstan, that

it is a tool which allows even mediocre authors to handle it with no mean success.

Tul'si Das died in the year 1624, and was a contemporary of Shakespeare, He was,

however, not the first writer of eminence in the language. He was preceded by a
Muhammadan, Malik Muhammad Jaisi, whose admirable epic the Padumawati, is the

first work of importance in it. Hq flourished in the reign of the Emperor S^er Shah,

and commenced his poem in the year 1540 A.D. It deals with the adventures of Eatan
Sen, the king of Chifcaur, and of the siege and ultimate sack of that city by Alau-d-din

S)ilji, and deserves the serious study of every one who is interested in AwadhI literature.

Since the time of Tul'si Das, there have been hundreds of writers in the Awadhi
language. The entire Sanskrit Mahabharata has even been translated into it, and
that version is still the standard vernacular one over the whole of Hindostan. A
full account of so much as is known about all these various authors will be found in

the present writer's Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, published by the

Asiatic Society of Bengal in the year 1839.

Very little has been written specially about the Awadhi language. It is referred

to, and examples of it are giv^ji in the works of Garcin de

Tassy, and in the Comparative Grammars of Mr. Beames
and Dr. Hoernle. The following works are the only two with which I am acquainted

which deal at length with its Grammar :

—

Killogg, Bit. 8. H.,—A Grammar of the Hindi Language : in whiehSare treated the High Hindi,

Mtaj, and the Eastern Hindi of the Bdmayan of Tulsi Das, also the Colloquial dialects of , . , ,

Avadh, . , . . etc., with copious Philological Notes* Seoond Edition. Revised and enlarged.

London, 1893. Contains grammars both ol Modern Awadhi, and also ol the old Awadhi used by
Tnl*sll)aif the latter nnder the name of Old Baiswiri. In the first Edition it was called Old
Furbi.

G&kavis, Bit. %9—Notes on the Grammar of the Bdmayan 0/ Tulsi Das. Benares, 1895.

There is no Awadhi Dictionary in existence, but' there are numerous AwadhI words

in the Hindi Dictionary of Mr. Bates, and also a full vocabulary of words peculiar to

the Bamayan*

Besides the present writer's Modern Vernacular Mterature of Hindustan,

Calcutta, 1889, the following works by him deal more specially with Malik Muhammad
and with Tul'si Dfis,

—

A specimen of the Padmt&wati^SowmaX of the Asiatic Society ol Bengal, Vol. lxii, Part 1, 1893, pp. 127

andff.

The Padumawati of Malik Muhammad Joist, edited with a Commentary, Translation, and Critical Notes*

By G. A. Griferson, and Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Sndhakara Dwivedi, F.A.U. In course of pub-

lication by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Three park issued.

Notes on TuVd Ms. Indian Antiquary, Vol. xxii, 1893, pp. 89, 122, 197, 225 and 253. Also separately

reprinted. London, Lmac. See* also Fnamdi^ge of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1898, pp. 119
and 147,
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See also,—

Greaves, Bet. !.,—OuiSi Tul*ri Dfoka Jiwan-eharitra. Mgafi*praeh&ri$i Pattriha (Journal of the

Nagari-praoharini Sabha), Vol. iii, pp. 53 and ff. Benares, 1898.

The Deva-nagari and the KaitM characters are both used in writing Awadhl, These

have been fully described under the head of Bihari, see pp, 21
Written Character. ^ ff of y^ y^ pf

. jj The persian ,character i8 algo

occasionally used. The* oldest manuscripts? of the Padumawati are sometimes written

in the Persian character, and sometimes written in the Kaithi. A manuscript of a

portion of the Ramayan which is said by tradition to have been written by the hand

of the author is in Deva-nagari. A deed of arbitration is extant which was drawn up

by Tul'si Das himself. The introductory verses are in Awadhl and are written in

Deva-nagari. The body of the deed is in the Persian language and character, and the

signatures are some in Deva-nagari, some in Kaithi, and some in the Persian character.

As in Bihari, there is a short e as well as a long one, and a short o as well as o.

Also a short at and a short au. In printing in the Deva-nagari character, these are

represented by v$ *ft» $ and *ft, respectively.

In writing Awadhl the short e is often written and pronounced ya, and the short o

trritten and pronounced wa$ respectively, Similarly the long e is written and pronounced

yd, and the long d, tod.

Examples of these two alternative ways of writing the same word are

—

Usual Form.
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peculiarity of Awadhl, which is commonly met with in the poetry of Malik Muhammad,
and Tula

sl Das, The s of maris is the remnant of an old enclitic pronoun meaning, not

•he/ but *by him,1 and the whole phrase means literally ' by-him struc^-by-him.1 In

Eastern Oudh it has been forgotten that the past tense of transitive verbs is a passive,

and the whole tense is treated, as in Bengali and Bihari, as if it were active.
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